THE NORTH‑SOUTH PROBLEM AND JAPAN
The Objectives of Economic Nationalism

YOSHIKAZU MIYAZAKI

The author intends to clarify the poverty of the prevailing economic
theories for the fundamental solution of the new " World Dlspute " The
so‑called " Theory of Modern Capitalism " was characterized as backward
nationalism expressing the interests of the industrialized countries, in contrast

to the forward nationalism of growing countries who are demanding the
renovation of the present international economic system.

This paper contains some proposals in order to take a step further
towards solving the problem of integrating both the backward and forward
aspects of nationalism, which by nature is dual.

I. DEFlNITION OF THE PROBLEM
HE purpose of this article is to make clear the importance of the "North‑

South Problem" by proving that it is completely impossible to find a
theoretical solution to it so long as one adheres to the traditional view of the
relationship between nationalism and internationalism.

But I am not prepared in this paper to take up as a whole a subject of
this importance in world history. I am limiting the scope of the discussion
to the following : the status given to this subject in economic theory and in
reality, and whether or not the economic theories of the past can survive the
impact of the " North‑South Problem." I will examine these questions and
grope for a beginning to the solution of the " North‑South Problem."

II. NATIONALISM IN THE "THEORY OF MODERN CAPITALISM"
It is already ten years since the myth that modern capitalism has solved
the problems of "poverty" and "depression" has come to prevail. This myth
is the so‑called " Theory of Modern C pitalism." This means, then, that the
"North‑South Problem" is directly challenging this "Theory of Modern Capi‑
talism." I will begin with an examination of the "Theory of Modern Capi‑
talism " from the angle of the "North‑South Problem."
The so‑called "theory of modern capitalism" is usually given the following
theoretical structure.
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1. The ccMythology of Investment"I
There is a hypothesis in the "theory of modern capitalism" that ifmilitary

production or even useless production of an appropriate proportion is per‑
mitted, capitalism can maintain prosperity by a spending policy of money to
provide for this. In contrast to this view, there is a valid counter‑question
of why prosperity cannot be maintained in capitalism through the production
of the implements of " Iife " instead of the production of the instruments of
" death." Certainly, this counter‑question, as a criticism of capitalism, strikes

at an important .p.oint. But on the other hand, these criticisms are nothing
more than a postuon which affirms from the "rear" the validity of a spending
policy‑'<Keynesianism." (Colin Clark designates this the "mythology of invest‑
ment.")

2. The Protectianism
The most concise expression of the point that the theory of protectionism
lies at the base of the "theory of modern capitalism" is probably the following

statement of R. F. Harrod's. Keynes' essential difference with the older
theorists is intimately connected with the point that the unimpeded flow of
capital among the nations will not necessarily secure the best distribution of

it for each and all and full employment everywhere. [R. F. Harrod, The
Dollar, (London, 1953), p. 90.]

When Keynesian policy is spoken of, it is usually thought of as a policy
with public investment as its axis which realizes full employment by creating
effective demand. But however much public investment is made, full employ‑
ment will never be realized if the overseas export of private capital or the

private investment abroad is carried out, an act which can be likened to
pouring water into a leaky bucket. This is especially likely to be the case in
an advanced industrial country whose wage costs are high on an international

comparison and whose domestic rate of profit is low. Thus the full employ‑
ment policy of the " theory of modern capitalism " runs counter to the free
international movements of capital.

Even if the amount of employment depends on the total amount of
effective demand as the " theory of modern capitalism " emphasizes, in the
case where effective demand within a country is insufficient to achieve full
employment, it is necessary for this country to adopt a policy to switch the

effective demand which went for imported goods to domestic industry by
adopting a protective tariff system, and by doing this to increase the employ‑

ment opportunities of domestic labour at the expense of foreign labour.
Only when the conditions of full employment have already been achieved is
the following theory correct : the economic welfare of a country is heightened

if it imports all goods which are cheaper than it would be to produce them
* Colin Clark, Growthmanship, London, Barrie and Rockcliff, 1962.

2 Shigeto Tsuru ed., Has Capitalism Changed ?‑An International Symposium‑, Tokyo,
1961.
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at home.
As is seen in the advanced industrial countries at present, such a theory
implies that agricultural price supports and import restriction policies have
been adopted.

3, Economic Nationalism
Thus at the bottom of the " theory of modern capitalism " Iies economic
nationalism. If full employment cannot be maintained by Laisse ‑Faire, then
it has to be adjusted in order to bring about full employment. Needless to
say, in order to make adjustments, there has to be an adjuster. What kind
of authority can be thought capable of carrying out such a function ? It is

clear that only a government can do this. By " government " we mean the
central government of a modern national state. Therefore, the " theory of
modern capitalism " has made it imperative to achieve full employment in
the limited area of an already industrialized national state. The economic
system which plans full employment through the "hands" of such an already
industrialized national state must include the possibility of regulating the
nation's free imports of foreign goods, overseas investments, and overseas
transfers of money through a centralized administrative and legal system.

Otherwise, as has already been pointed out, the leaky bucket will never
become filled however much capital is poured in. For this reason, Keynes
recommended the adoption of a managed currency system by ousting the
classic gold standard.

Thus, in considering this from the standpoint of capital movements, the
"theory of modern capitalism" is, at its core, nothing more than the "welfare
state." The " theory of modern capitalism " in choosing between the solution
of the " North South problem " and the " welfare state " will always take the
latter. It is m thjs sense that the " North South problem " rs a challenge to
the " theory of modern capitalism."
The nationalism of the advanced industrial countries looks like a huge

obstacle standing in the way of the prospects of the scholars, I ncluding
Myrdal,8 solving the North‑South problem and at the same time, the devel‑
oping countries themselves are waking up to these facts. Recently, the people
in underdeveloped countries have come to be conscious that the existence of
these large econonuc mequalities between " North " and " South " are in the

long run nothing more than the result of the advanced industrial nations
pursuing their national interests. The people of the underdeveloped countries
and the representatives of these governments have come openly to state that
the rest of the world, especially the affluent countries, should bear the burden .
of at least part of the responsibility for the poverty of these underdeveloped

countries. They make the extremely radical claim that the cause of these
inequalities is the world economic system which puts them into these poverty‑
stricken conditions in spite of the fact that other countries are rich and
3 Refer to G. Myrdal, Beyond the Welfare State, London, E. Duckworth, 1960, Chap. lO.
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becoming increasingly richer. For example, according to Joan Robinson,4
American farmers live peaceably in a system in which they can sell any
amount of agricultural produce at a supported price. For this reason, they
become ¥Arealthier to the extent they increase production. We do not have
to enter into much consideration of the influence of fall in the price of
agricultural produce as in the underdeveloped countries. Protected by this
kind of agricultural price support system, the income of farmers in advanced
countries cannot be thought of by themselves as poor, even though income
growth has been relatively slower in this sector than in the secondary sector.

The " theory of modern capitalism " consciously regards this as important,
calling it a built‑in‑stabili er. If we look at the other side of this, the reason

that the advanced countries have passed through about twenty years without
suffering from a depression is due to the fact that through the functioning of
built‑in‑stabilizers such as an agricultural price support system they have

made the underdeveloped countries play the role of a cushion for their
economic fluctuations. The
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statements in international organs to try to bring this before public opinion,

they have begun to take concrete actions to try to realize their demands

through favourable public opinion. UNCTAD (United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development) which opened in Geneva, in March, 1964 was
the first example of this. The Havana Conference in 1948 was one of the
international trade conferences which the UN sponsored prior to this, but the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) which was established,
inheriting the spirit of the J{avana Charter, represented only a group of the
advanced countries, and because the demands of the underdeveloped countries

cannot posslbly be complied with sufEciently in this agreement, UNCTAD,
composed of the I I I United Nations' members, was held.
In this way, the theory and facts of the it North‑South problem" exposed
the frank economic nationalism of the " theory of modern capitalism."

What then were the demands of the new developing countries which
were raised in the UNCTAD ? A summary of the concrete demands from
the United Nations' World Economic Survey and the so‑called Prebisch Report5
is as follows :

( I ) Removal of the trade agreements (tariffs, domestic taxes, import quantity

restrictions) which the advanced industrial nations have set up on the
import of primary goods.
(2) Provision of a commodity agreement and a market organization for the
stabilization or reform of the price of primary goods.

(3) Enforcement of compensation financing to make up for losses due to the
4 Joan Robinson, " The Latter‑day Capitalism," New Left Review, No. 16, 1962, p. 44.
5 UNCTAD. Geneva. Towards a JVlew Trade Policy for Development, reported by Raulo
Pr bisch, U.N., New York, 1964.

